In this study, an optimization procedure is proposed to find the optimum stacking sequence designs of laminated composite plates in different fiber angle domains for maximum buckling resistance. A hybrid algorithm combining genetic algorithm and trust region reflective algorithm is used in the optimization to obtain higher performance and improve the quality of solutions. As a novelty, Puck fiber and inter-fiber failure criteria are directly implemented to the optimization problems as nonlinear function constraints, which have allowed more consistent and feasible results. The performance of the hybrid algorithm is demonstrated by comparing with the individual performances of genetic and trust region reflective algorithms via test problems from the literature. Also, a study is performed to exhibit the effectiveness of the selected failure criterion as constraint among the other common criteria. The proposed procedure is used to solve many problems including various design considerations. The results indicate that reliable stacking sequence designs can be achieved in specific configurations even for the composite plates subjected to superior buckling loads when Puck physically based (3D) failure theory is considered as a first ply failure constraint in the buckling optimization.
Introduction
Fiber-reinforced composites are commonly used in many engineering applications such as aircraft, aerospace, automotive, and marine due to their high specific strength, stiffness, lightweight, corrosion resistance and high durability as compared to other traditional materials. Besides the inherent advantages of composites, the nature of fiber-reinforced composites enables the unique opportunity of tailoring their properties according to design requirements for a given application. The full potential of laminated composite plates can be achieved by searching the optimum stacking sequence designs. 1, 2 Design of composite structures is treated as a global optimization problem including multiple local optima and complex design space. Gradient-based optimization methods are not appropriate for discrete stacking sequence optimization problems of laminated composite plates. In gradient methods, the solution's success highly depends on choosing a starting point which is sufficiently close to the global optimum; otherwise, it may easily get stuck into any local optimum. These methods do not find large application area to composite lay-up design, since gradient information is often either unavailable or computationally expensive to determine. Hence, stochastic optimization methods are more suitable for composite lay-up design due to their capabilities of handling a mixture of continuous and discrete variables, and finding the global optimum of a multi-modal objective function. 3, 4 Genetic Algorithm (GA) is the most commonly used stochastic optimization method in design and optimization of composite laminates. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] GAs are also well suited for stacking sequence optimization in which they can produce alternative optima in repeated runs due to their random nature. 14 Buckling should be considered as a critical failure mode for thin and large composite plates subjected to compressive in-plane loads. Determination of buckling load capacity of such composite plates is crucial for design of composite structures. 15 Therefore, buckling load maximization problem of composite plates has drawn attention of researchers for years. As one of the pioneering studies in this subject, the stacking sequence design of a composite laminate for buckling load maximization using GA is treated by Le Riche and Haftka. 5 Furthermore, the same researchers investigated the minimum thickness design of composite laminated plates with an improved GA. 6 Kim and Lee 10 studied the GA optimization in order to obtain the worst and best designs of composite laminates with continuous fiber orientations for the maximum buckling load. Karakaya and Soykasap 13 maximized the critical buckling load factor for different design cases in order to design the optimum composite plates with conventional fiber angles. Stacking sequence optimization of laminated composites for maximization of buckling load factor has also been considered with other stochastic optimization methods in the literature such as generalized pattern search algorithm, 13 simulated annealing (SA), 14 Tabu search, 16 scatter search, 17 ant colony optimization (ACO) 18, 19 algorithms. In addition to standard meta-heuristic algorithms, in the literature, buckling load factor maximization problems are also considered with various hybrid algorithms (HAs) to find the optimum stacking sequence designs. HAs take advantage of the best features of different algorithms by combining them in order to derive a relatively superior algorithm. Examples of these HAs include Tabu search embedded SA algorithm, [20] [21] [22] particle swarm optimization algorithm with discrete-variable-depth neighborhood search algorithm, 23 shuffled frog-leaping algorithm hybridized with a customized neighborhood search algorithm, 24 and Tabu embedded ACO. 25 It is reported that these HAs typically exhibit better or at least comparable performance on finding the optimum results in comparison to standard metaheuristic algorithms in the literature.
In addition to that buckling is a critical failure mode in composite plates subjected to high in-plane loads, the first ply failure is also a significant factor to be considered in design of laminated composite plates. In many applications, composite structures are considered to be failed under first ply failure. On the other hand, progressive failure is mainly important for postbuckling analysis of composite plates. Only initial failure behavior is considered in this study. Numerous failure theories have been proposed with the aim of explaining the actual failure behavior of composite laminates. It is possible to categorize these failure criteria of composite plates into three groups: limit or non-interactive theories such as Maximum stress or maximum strain, interactive theories such as TsaiHill, Tsai-Wu (TW) or Hoffman, and partially interactive or failure mode-based (physically based) theories such as Puck.
12 Physically based failure criteria provide realistic information related to crack initiation, propagation, and the risk of ultimate failure of laminated composite structures. 26 It is also a known fact that using multiple failure criteria simultaneously for optimization problems involving composites can be beneficial. 27 However, considering the literature, the number of optimization studies in which physically based failure criteria are used as strength constraint is considerably few. This critical fact has begun to be taken into account by some researchers. For example, Lopez et al. 12 proposed a stacking sequence optimization problem so as to minimize the weight and cost parameters under the first ply failure constraint using Puck failure criteria (PFC). Sebaey et al. 19 maximized the critical buckling load for both biaxial compression and tension cases considering the first ply failure as strength constraint. On the other hand, it is difficult to select the appropriate failure theory for use in a given design situation as the validity and applicability of a failure criterion are directly based on the convenience of application and agreement with reliable experimental data. 12 In this respect, a ''Worldwide Failure Exercise'' is organized and led by Soden et al. 28 with the aim of evaluating the predictive capabilities of generally acceptable failure theories in the research community. The participants are requested to conduct many tests in various compressive and/or tensile, uniaxial and/or biaxial loading cases. The results of the exercise show that the Puck failure theory exhibits better robustness and accuracy performances considering the experimental results in the overall ranking as compared to many others. 29 Mainly, it is important for the present study that Puck failure theory has been validated for tests with biaxial compressive loading.
The composite plates subjected to high compressive loads may fail due to ply fracture before buckling occurs. Therefore, strength of laminate should be considered in optimization problems where buckling is critical. In the literature, although there are many studies regarding buckling load capacity maximization of composite plates, very few researches 12, 19 have taken into account the strength requirements. Furthermore, direct implementation of Puck failure criterion into the optimization as nonlinear constraint has not been practiced so far. Besides, in the view of the HA studies previously mentioned, a hybrid approach to the buckling optimization of composite plates can provide improved designs. In this regard, the present study has been organized to obtain optimum integer and discrete stacking sequences of laminated composite plates by a HA for maximum buckling load capacity considering first ply failure as constraint. Classical lamination theory and linear buckling analysis are used to generate the objective function necessary for optimization. Unlike other studies in the literature, Puck fiber and inter-fiber failure (IFF) criteria are implemented to the optimization as nonlinear constraints, which have allowed more consistent and accurate results.
Failure analysis
The design of laminated composite plates, according to the demands such as buckling resistance and/or weight minimization indispensably, requires strength constraints. With this aspect, the research field of failure criteria for fiber-reinforced composites has drawn attention of many researchers over the last few decades. More than 40 failure criteria have been developed for laminated composite materials thus far. Among them, the maximum strain criterion is the most commonly used in the stacking sequence optimization studies, and the TW criterion is the most commonly used in the industry. 19 The use of criteria that closely reflect the actual behavior of the laminated composites under study is critical. Many studies about optimum design (OD) of composites consider common failure criteria based on von Mises or Hill yield criteria, which are more suitable for ductile materials. Essentially, due to the fact that the failure of composite materials is similar to brittle behavior, it is more appropriate to use the failure criteria conformed to materials that show brittle fracture behavior such as Mohr's criterion. The Puck failure theory of composite plates relies on Mohr's criterion in which fracture is provoked exclusively by the stresses acting on the fracture plane. 12 The detailed assessment can be found in literature. 26, 30 In the following subsections two main failure types of PFC fiber failure (FF) and IFF are introduced.
Puck FF
Failure analysis of laminated composite plates generally depends on the stresses in each lamina in the principal material coordinates. In the Puck FF, it is assumed that FF in a unidirectional composite under multiaxial stresses occurs at the same stress value which leads to failure of the fibers under a uniaxial stress. 12 According to the theory, 26 FF occurs, For tensile stresses
For compressive stresses
where " 1T and " 1C are tensile and compressive failure strains in the fiber direction, respectively; " 1 is the normal strain occurring in the fiber direction; 1 and 2 are normal stresses in the fiber and transverse directions, respectively; f12 is the Poisson's ratio of the fibers; m f is for a stress magnification effect caused by the different moduli of the fibers and matrix in the 2 direction (m f % 1:3 for glass fiber, m f % 1:1 for carbon fiber); E f1 is the Young's modulus of the fiber; 21 is the shear strain in the plane 1-2 and 10 21 ð Þ 2 is an empirical shear correction.
Puck IFF
IFF is based on a physical basis which provides further information about the angle of fracture ( fp ). For IFF criterion, the axes of the failure plane and the related stresses are presented in Figure 1 .
IFF has three failure modes which are referred to as A, B and C. 26 The fracture modes with their boundaries are shown in Figure 2 .
Failure Mode A occurs when the lamina is subjected to tensile transverse stress; however, failure Mode B and Mode C are related to compressive transverse stress. The division of the modes is determined by the approach that a tensile stress n 4 0 leads to fracture while a compressive stress impedes shear fracture. For n 5 0, the shear stresses nt and/or n1 have to cause fracture against an additional fracture resistance increases with increasing n j j. The difference between Mode B and C is related to their fracture angles. In Mode B, the fracture angle of the lamina is assumed as 0˚; however, it corresponds to a different value for Mode C. Essentially, Mode C is more critical in comparison with modes A and B because it produces inclined cracks which may lead to delamination of layers. As well, an inclined wedge-shaped inter-fiber crack can provoke ultimate failure of the laminate. Since the laminated plates considered in our study are subjected to in-plane compressive loads, only Modes B and C are taken into account.
The expressions for the related modes are as follows 26 
Optimization
Composite laminate design problems cannot be handled with the traditional optimization techniques because their derivative calculations or approximations are almost impossible to achieve and are required great computational effort. 31 As an evolutionary algorithm technique, GA provides significant advantages over traditional gradient-based optimization routines, such as robustness to problem complexity and the ability to discover easily global optimum rather than local stationary optima. 1 Nevertheless, standard GAs have the disadvantages of (i) slow convergence rates when they work with complicated or time-consuming objective functions, (ii) finding local optima and (iii) the lack of cooperation between populations. However, if a gradient-based local optimum algorithm with an initial guess near the optima is used, it converges faster to a solution. In order to overcome these weak points in the heuristic (e.g. GAs) and gradient-based approaches, some hybrid methods have been preferred by the researchers 32, 33 and solved by taking advantages of each positive element of these approaches. For example, by combining the advantages of both methods: first the GA is applied to obtain a point close to the global minimum, and then the gradient-based method is applied to refine and improve the result obtained by the GA, global convergence can be guaranteed. In this step, selection of gradient-based local optimum algorithm is critical. In the study by Ayesta et al., 34 a comparison among gradient-based methods has been presented. Then, a comparison among heuristic methods has been carried out, and finally the chosen hybrid method combining the best of each group has been compared with the results obtained using either a gradient-based method or a heuristic method. They concluded that, in order to obtain best results, a hybrid method composed by a GA to find an initial point and a trust region reflective method to refine this value has been chosen. After literature survey on the HAs, we decided to consider in this study the combination of GA and a trust region method as a HA to achieve a high accuracy and a moderate computational effort in our results. The GA is used for obtaining the initial predictions of the parameters, and then the TRRA is used to obtain the values of the parameters corresponding to the global minimum. Thus, it is not necessary that the GA values of the parameters are those corresponding to a global minimum as long as the values obtained are those in the close neighborhood of the global minimum. 35 Any information on GA is not given here due to the fact that GA has been frequently used in laminate optimization problems. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] However, relatively new algorithm trust region reflective algorithm (TRRA) will be briefly introduced.
TRRA has been commonly used in the optimization field due to their fast convergence abilities. In general, TRRA searches the solution around a point in a twodimensional region of trust in which the optimization problem is approximated by a quadratic sub-problem, and then transformed to the original problem. This resulting sub-problem falls into the class of quadratic problems and their solutions can be found effectively by using some exact and approximate methods, which leads to the fast convergence to the global optimum. 36 Step-by-step mathematical procedure will be outlined as follows: 37, 38 Step 1. Assume f ðxÞ, x 2 R n is the function to be minimised with x as a vector of required variables.
(l x u where l and u denotes vectors of lower and upper bounds, respectively.)
Step 2. Choose starting vector parameters Á, Á 0 2 ð0, ÁÞ, 0 5 1 2 5 1, 0 5 1 5 1 5 2 , " 4 0, and k ¼ 0. (where Á is the overall bound for the trust region radius Á k , " is the tolerance.)
Step 3. Compute 2D sub-space S, in order to find the vectors s 1 and s 2 .
Step 4. Approximately solve the general trust-region sub-problem to determine s k
where H is the Hessian matrix, g is the gradient of f at the current point x, D k is a diagonal scaling matrix, Á k is the positive scalar radius of trust region, and k is iteration number. The applied solution approach is to restrict the trust region sub-problem to a twodimensional subspace S and the determination of the subspace. The detailed explanation on the approximate solution of the trust region sub-problems can be found in literature.
39,40
Step 5.
Step 6. Adjust the trust region radius
Step 7. If g :¼ rf ðx k Þ ", the solution is converge and the algorithm stops. Otherwise, set k ¼ k þ 1 and update the quadratic model, then go to Step 3. It should be noted that the very important issue in a trust-region algorithm is how to solve the trust region sub-problem.
Problem definition
In this study, 64-layered rectangular carbon/epoxy composite plates simply supported on four sides with length of a and width of b are considered for optimization. The composite plates are subjected to in-plane biaxial compressive loads per unit length N x and N y , as shown in Figure 3 . The laminated composite plate will buckle into m and n half waves in the x and y directions when the amplitude parameter reaches a value b given by
where D ij are bending stiffness coefficients, and b is called buckling load factor. 41, 42 The smallest value of b under appropriate m and n values indicates the critical buckling load factor cb , and it determines the maximum load which the laminate can withstand without buckling and varies with the plate aspect ratio, loading ratio and material. In order to avoid any immediate failure, cb should be greater than the value of one. It is reported that the critical values of m and n are small unless the plate has a very high aspect ratio or extreme ratios of D ij . 43 Therefore, in this study, the values of m and n are taken to be 1 or 2 in order to result in a good estimation of buckling load capacity. Thus, the smallest of b ð1, 1Þ, b ð1, 2Þ, b ð2, 1Þ and b ð2, 2Þ yields cb . 44 For the plate in question, layer thickness is 0.25 mm and the length a equals to 0.508 m. N x is taken as 1000 N/mm, 3000 N/mm, 5000 N/mm and 10,000 N/ mm. The plate design is studied under load ratios; 
12 Strength properties, elastic fiber properties and PFC parameters with regard to the laminae are given in Table 1 .
The optimization problem can be defined as 45 Accordingly, optimum stacking sequence of the composite plate giving maximum buckling strength is searched for the specified design cases in different discrete domains in which one includes integer angle values between À90
and 90 , and the other includes 0 ,AE45 and 90 discrete values. In addition to the symmetry and balance geometric constraints, PFC (fiber and inter-fiber) are implemented as the first ply failure constraints to the optimization. Thus, the reliability of the designs related to both buckling and static failure strengths is guaranteed.
Results and discussion

Algorithm performance
In order to improve the reliability and to obtain the best results from the HA, it is necessary to determine the appropriate options for both sub-algorithms.
Hence, a preliminary study was performed to understand which parameters would yield the most accurate results in the optimization, and the most appropriate options for GA were determined as follows: population type of double vector, population size of 40, population creation function of constraint dependent, and initial range of [À90;90]; fitness scaling function of rank; selection function of roulette; reproduction with a crossover fraction of 0.8 with a scattered function, and elite count of 2; a constraint dependent mutation function; generations of 1000 as stopping criteria.
TRRA parameters are taken to be a forward difference to approximate the derivatives, relative perturbation vector r of sqrt(eps)*ones(numberOf Variables,1), minimum perturbation of 0, and maximum perturbation of Inf; hessian sparsity pattern of sparse(ones(numberOfVariables)), and no hessian multiply function for user-supplied derivatives; preconditioned conjugate gradient sub-problem algorithm with preconditioner bandwidth of 0, and typical magnitude of the variables of 1; maximum iterations of 8, and tolerance of 0.1 as inner iteration stopping criteria; maximum iterations of 400, maximum function evaluations of 1600, termination tolerance for the variables of 10 À6 , and function tolerance of 10 À6 as stopping criteria.
An optimization problem previously studied by the others 5, 8, 13, 14 was considered as test problem 1 and solved with the selected options to assure the effectiveness and the reliability of the HA in terms of finding global optima. Specifications of the test problem 1 are given in Table 2 .
The design cases which include both single and multiple global optima are considered for the optimization as in a previous study, 13 and these cases selected for the test problem 1 are specified in Table 3 . The optimization is separately performed by using GA and hybrid genetic algorithm (HA). Both algorithms are run 200 times with random starting points as indicated in the reference study. The numbers of distinct global optima for the cases are compared to those of the previous study 13 as given in Table 4 . Furthermore, average CPU times required by GA and HA separately are indicated in brackets for each design case in the table. Optimization is carried out using a personal computer with a quad core 3.40 GHz processor, and the average CPU time is calculated for ten independent searches.
The results of the test problem 1 indicate that the proposed hybrid GA with the predefined options yields more number of solutions in the design cases, which have multiple solutions when compared to the GA results. It is also seen from Table 4 that the average CPU times do not show large changes in the design cases. However, average computer time calculated for the HA increases in DC1 and DC4 as the HA runs the TRRA sub-algorithm after GA terminates for each iteration. It can be concluded that the proposed HA works more efficiently in finding global optima in the problems which have multiple solutions considering the single performances of the GA and the reference GA.
In addition to the comparison study of global optimum numbers, another problem previously discussed 5, 8 is considered as test problem 2 to evaluate the performance of the HA in terms of best stacking sequences giving maximum critical buckling load factor by comparing the results with the best known results in the literature. 17, 20, 24, 25 Table 5 shows the details of composite plate dimensions (a and b) and in-plane loads (N x and N y ) for the load cases. In the literature, these load cases have been solved using different HAs. The optimum critical buckling load factors for all the four load cases are compiled from the literature and presented together with our results in Table 6 . Table 6 shows the optimum stacking sequences obtained using the proposed hybrid GA and their corresponding critical buckling load factors. It should be noted that the buckling load factor results are given in British units to provide consistency with the literature. Three results are shown for each load case. In the first three design cases, ply contiguity constraint is applied for the stacking sequences, which means that maximum number of contiguous plies of the same orientation is constrained to four. Apart from this, stacking sequences are subjected to symmetry and balance constraints. In order to provide an average quality of solutions, each load case is performed 100 times with different starting points. It can be seen from Table 6 that the optimum stacking sequences having superior critical buckling load factors compared to the literature are obtained for load cases 1, 2, and 3 using the proposed hybrid trust region reflective-based GA. It may be noted that the results reported in the literature for load case 4 are without ply contiguity constraint. Therefore, the results for load case 4 are obtained without ply contiguity constraint. Nevertheless, the critical buckling load factor results for the load case 4 are lower than the results reported in the literature. In the present study, it is observed in fact that the optimum stacking sequences found in the reference studies 17, 20, 24, 25 are obtained with the critical buckling load factor value of 3973.01 as reported in the reference study. 5, 8, 13 Effect of failure criteria
In this section, the effect of using different failure criteria as first ply failure constraints on the buckling optimization of composite laminates is investigated. The aim is to check the accuracy of the results obtained using simple traditional failure criteria (TW 46 and Hashin-Rotem (HR) 47 ) with respect to more complex but accurate failure criteria (Puck). A composite plate as shown in Figure 3 having an aspect ratio of 4 is loaded such that N x ¼ 10, 000 N/mm with a load ratio of 1. The plate is optimized as specified in the Problem Definition section. But here only conventional fiber angles (0 , +45 , À45 and 90 ) are used for stacking sequence design. Besides, it is already reported that dispersing the fiber angles can yield damage tolerant stacking sequence designs. 48 The results obtained using different failure criteria are presented in Table 7 . Optimization is performed at least 50 times for each failure criterion to provide consistency.
It can be clearly seen from the table that different optimum stacking sequence designs and critical buckling load factor values are found. Note that the critical buckling load factor values decrease when the criterion used as constraint for the optimization problem becomes more complicated and physically based. For a better understanding of the differences between the predictions of critical buckling load factor values and the stacking sequences for the failure criteria, the optimum solutions for the related design case are compared by considering failure envelopes corresponding to each failure criterion. Figure 4 shows the optimum solutions with the failure boundaries of the three failure criteria at the critical stress levels. A close look at the figure indicates that the OD obtained by considering TW and HR failure criteria are out of feasible region based on the Puck failure criterion (Puck line). When different loading cases are examined for the optimization, it is also seen that optimum solutions under the each of the constraints TW and HR failure criteria are not reliable compared to PFC. Based on these results, PFC can be selected as the first ply failure constraint for the remaining analyzes.
Buckling optimization with PFC
In this section, results of optimum stacking sequence designs with possible highest buckling strength obtained considering Puck fiber and IFF criteria constraints are presented for different design cases. 128 different design problems have been treated in the study considering the previously stated loadings, load ratios and aspect ratios. Details of these design problems with different load and plate aspect ratios are given in Table 8 .
In Tables 9 to 12 , the obtained optimum stacking sequence designs with integer (Int.) and discrete (Disc.) fiber angle configuration types, the maximized critical buckling load factors ð cb Þ and the corresponding fiber and IFF efforts ð f EðFFÞ , f EðIFFÞ Þ are presented for the specified design cases. Table 7 . Optimum stacking sequences and the corresponding critical buckling load factors using different failure criteria constraints.
Failure criteria Stacking sequence cb
Tsai-Wu Table 9 shows the results for N x ¼ 1000 N/mm loading. In almost all design cases, an optimum reliable stacking sequence design is found. It is observed that the determined critical buckling load factor values of the plates increase when both plate aspect ratio and load ratio increase. Consequently, the plates having the highest buckling strength are obtained for design cases 4a-d. This trend is valid for all the other loading cases of N x . Higher buckling strength is obtained in the integer composite plate configurations compared to the discrete ones. For the design cases 1-4b, 4a, and 1-4d, similar stacking sequence designs are obtained with the same critical buckling load factor and failure effort values for both integer and discrete type of designs (e.g. ½0 32 s , ½90 32 s ). It is also seen that in design cases 1-4b, the difference in the stacking of þ45 and À45
angles has not any effect on the results. In Table 10 , the optimum results for N x ¼ 3000 N/mm loading are given. It is seen that the number of ODs decreases with loading increase. For both integer and discrete types of design cases 1-4d, only ½90 32 s stacking sequence is obtained, which satisfies the highest buckling strength. In the cases of 2c, 3c and 4c, multiaxial configurations of the laminates are found, and as might be expected, integer-angled stacking sequences have more buckling load-carrying capacity than the discrete ones. Table 11 shows the results for 5000 N/mm loading. Optimum solutions are obtained for six design cases in both integer and discrete angle types. All the stacking sequences are seen to be in multiaxial configurations. It is understood from the failure effort values that in integer domain the algorithm finds the solutions within failure limits (f EðFFÞ 1 or f EðIFFÞ 1) to achieve higher buckling strength.
In Table 12 , the optimization results of N x ¼ 10, 000 N/mm loading are presented. It is seen from the results that the ODs can be achieved in the boundaries of Puck failure as f EðFFÞ 1 or f EðFFÞ % 1 under these high inplane compressive loads. Normally, it is very hard or impossible to find optimum stacking sequence in such excessive loadings. However, the proposed optimization strategy with PFC constraints enables to find feasible solutions. By comparing with the unconstrained optimization, the effectiveness of this strategy is shown in Table 13 . In this comparison, only integer type of optimization is considered for N x ¼ 10, 000 N/mm loading. As seen from the results, although the critical buckling load bearing capacities of the laminates obtained by unconstrained optimization are higher than those of the constrained optimization, the optimum stacking sequences are not reliable according to the failure effort values of PFC. This situation indicates the importance of implementing complicated failure criteria to buckling optimization problems.
Conclusion
In the current study, the optimum integer and discrete stacking sequences of symmetric and balanced laminated composites subjected to biaxial compressive loading for maximum buckling load capacity are searched for several design cases. Puck fiber and IFF criteria are implemented to the optimization problems as non-linear constraints. A HA combining GA and TRRA is proposed. First, the two selected test problems with different design cases are solved to examine the performance of the proposed HA, and the results are compared with the published data in the literature. Secondly, the effect of using TW, HR and PFC as constraints on the buckling optimization of composite laminates is investigated by a selected design case. Afterwards, design problems are solved for four different load cases. Based on the studies carried out, we have concluded with the following results:
1. Regarding the results in the literature, the hybrid TRRA implemented with GA shows superior or at least comparable performance to obtain (i) the maximum number of global optima and (ii) critical buckling load factor results in a moderate computational time. 2. In the cases that traditional failure criteria TW and HR are used as constraints, it is found that the optimum stacking sequence designs which exhibit relatively better buckling strength are not reliable in terms of first ply failure considering PFC constraints. 3. The optimum stacking sequence designs are achieved even in excessive compressive loads (10,000 N/mm) by implementing Puck fiber and IFF criteria as nonlinear constraints to the optimization. 4. The comparison study of constrained and unconstrained optimization indicates that the constrained optimization with PFC provides feasible stacking sequence designs that satisfies both buckling and the first ply failure strength requirements, while any feasible design cannot be obtained due to the ply failure in the unconstrained optimization.
In conclusion, the current study underlines the significance of including HAs and physically based failure criteria constraints in buckling optimization problems of laminated composite plates subjected to compressive in-plane loading and gives a better understanding on reliable optimization without first ply failure by the proposed approach.
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